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Diagrams and brochure for the Port of Long Beach
Cargo movement

Creative/art direction, graphic design, illustration

Overseas Container Transport
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The journey across the Pacific Ocean and into the U.S.
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Imported cargo

generally starts at an overseas
manufacturer, supplier or consolidation facility, where items are
boxed and placed inside a metal shipping container. The U.S. buyer
may contact an industry professional known as a “freight forwarder,”
or logistics company, to coordinate transportation of the cargo. The
container will then be transported to a foreign port, assessed for
possible security risks and placed aboard a giant container ship
that will deliver it to the Port of Long Beach.

The U.S. Coast Guard reviews crew
and cargo manifest information,
which must be delivered at least
three days before any ship arrives
U.S. shores. Coast Guard “insertion
teams,” with bomb-sniffing dogs, are
authorized to board any ship at sea
for any reason, even if the captain or
crew objects.

The Port of Long Beach
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All aboard

When the container is cleared by
security it will be placed on a ship
along with as many as 8,000 TEU
(twenty-foot equivalent) containers.
It takes a container ship about two
weeks to cross the Pacific Ocean.
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Security Checks

U.S. Customs officials conduct further
analysis and determine which
containers warrant further inspection.
If no additional inspections are
warranted, the container is cleared
to leave the Port.
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Radiation detection

As a final security safeguard,
containers pass through large portals
that detect radiation. The slightest
level of radiation will trigger an
alarm and appropriate security
procedures.
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A typical import transaction starts
when a U.S. wholesaler, retailer or
other buyer orders products from an
overseas manufacturer. These products
may be packaged into a container at
the manufacturer and shipped directly
to port, or sent to a warehouse or
consolidation facility where they are
packaged with other products
destined for the same overseas port.
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Coast Guard review
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Unloading the ship

As the ship is arriving, the terminal
operator will contact the local
union hall and arrange for unionized
longshoremen to unload the
container (using a giant, electric
gantry crane) and place it onto a
truck, a rail car or temporary storage
area on the terminal property.
Unloading an 8,000 TEU ship takes
about three days.

U.S.
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To port

3
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A U.S. Customs official based at the
port receives information from a
U.S.-based command center about
which containers may be a security
risk. If a container is flagged as
high-risk, U.S. Customs officials and
local port security will conduct
physical inspections.

Once the product has been ordered
and packaged, the buyer or freight
forwarder will arrange for a local
trucking company to move the
container to seaport, and then for
a ship to transport the container
overseas.
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Security checks
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Vessel docked

As the ship nears the harbor it will
be boarded by a port pilot, maritime
specialists with expert knowledge of
the harbor waters. The port pilot
will work with tugboat operators
and the ship’s crew to steer the ship
into the dock.
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Cargo Security
Manifest submitted

Risk level assigned

All shippers must submit a
manifest to U.S. Customs
authorities, at least 24 hours before any cargo
leaves a foreign port, with detailed
information on a container’s contents and
everyone who has been involved in its
packaging and transport.

Customs agents relay container
information to a centralized U.S.
government command center in Northern
Virginia, where authorities use security
intelligence and computer databases to
assign a risk level to all containers bound
for the U.S.

Inspections
U.S. Customs agents
work with overseas port security
officials to inspect any containers deemed
suspicious or high-risk, first with radiation
detectors and X-ray machines. If necessary
they will open the container for further
inspections.

Coast Guard watch

Upon arrival

Multi-layered security

While a ship is at sea the Coast
Guard reviews manifest information
on crew and cargo; the Coast Guard can board
any ship at sea for any reason.

Once the ship has arrived
at U.S. shores, U.S. Customs
and physical
conducts further analysis
container inspection, if necessary. Before any
crew members can leave a ship, they must be
cleared by U.S. immigration authorities.

Multiple agencies, including the
U.S. Customs & Border Protection, U.S. Coast
Guard, federal and state Homeland Security
offices, Long Beach Police and the Port Harbor
Patrol work together to secure all inbound
and outbound cargo as well as port facilities.

Import Cargo Containers

Final destinations
Local via transload/warehouse and
direct delivery

Where they go once they arrive at the Port of Long Beach
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Cargo is often transported by truck
to larger “near-dock” railyards close
to the Port. This requires a shorter
local truck trip than “off-dock”
railyards or long-distance truck trips.
Near-dock rail yards serve multiple
marine terminals.

Non-local via near-dock railyards
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When a ship arrives at the Port,
the marine terminal operator will
arrange for unionized longshore
workers to unload the vessel. The
terminal operator directs the
longshore workers to place the
cargo containers where they belong:
on trains, trucks or on terminal
property for temporary storage.
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About 44 percent of all imported containers
at the Port of Long Beach are transported
directly to non-local destinations by train.
Half of all the train cargo (21 percent of all
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Direct delivery

In the simplest transportation plan,
a single container imported by a
company for its own use would be
delivered by truck directly from the
marine terminal to a local store or
factory.
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Unloading the ship
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Transload or storage yard

Shipping containers are often moved
initially to a “transload” facility
where workers unload the cargo from
the marine container, sort it and
repackage it into larger-sized truck
trailers. The larger trailers are used
to transport the cargo from the
transload facility to regional
distribution centers, local stores or
off-dock railyards.

Imports by train
RAIL CAR WITH
MARINE CONTAINER

Non-local via off-dock railyards
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On-dock railyard

Cargo can be placed directly onto
trains at the marine terminals’
“on-dock” railyards. On-dock railyards
are operated by marine terminals.
This method of transportation is the
most environmentally friendly, as it
reduces truck traffic and air pollution
generated by goods movement.
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Non-local via transload/warehouse
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CARGO MOVE ME NT
BY RAIL T HROUGH
ALAME DA CORRIDOR

Non-local via near-dock railyards

Freight forwarder

A container’s movements are
determined by the cargo’s owner, or
an industry professional known as a
freight forwarder or “logistics
provider.” The freight forwarder will
provide directions to the marine
terminal operators and contact a
trucking company or train operator to
move the container out of the Port.

CARGO MOVE ME NT

Near-dock railyards
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transported by train or by truck to their final destination, or to one
of several intermediate destinations such as a rail yard, warehouse,
distribution center, or “transload” facility (a sorting, routing and
short-term storage building). A container’s final destination will
determine exactly what path it will take once it leaves the dock.
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From the Port of Long Beach, containers are either

Off-dock railyards

Off-dock railyards are used to
coordinate rail deliveries to non-local
destinations. Containers are delivered
here by truck, then sorted and
grouped by final destination. These
railyards handle Port cargo as well as
domestic cargo from other sources.
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Imports by truck
imports) begins at on-dock rail yards,
requiring no local truck trips. The remaining
half of train cargo is first moved by truck to
near-dock or off-dock rail facilities.

TRUCK WITH
MARINE
CONTAINER

TRUCK WITH
DOMESTIC
TRAILER

About 56 percent of all imported containers
at the Port of Long Beach are transported by
truck to a local warehouse, transload facility,
or importer. The majority of this

locally-delivered cargo is consumed locally.
The remainder is delivered by truck, sorted
and delivered to non-local destinations.
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WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CARE. RIGHT HERE.

Strategic brochure for hospital system

EMPOWERED BY DAVIS
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DAVIS

DAVIS SETS VISION OF THE FUTURE TO MEET
ALLEN COUNTY’S NEEDS.
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DATA-DRIVEN HEALTH

WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CARE. RIGHT HERE.
EMPOWERED BY DAVIS

EMBRACING THE REVOLUTIONARY.
•

Personalized consults before or after clinical exam

•

Review of daily vitals, health habits from wearable

technology, and WE
follow-up
from previous
appointments COMMITTED TO ADOPTING THE MOST EFFECTIVE
AS A TOP MEDICAL FACILITY,
ALSO
REMAIN

TECHNOLOGY, TREATMENTS AND PROCEDURES. IN 2020, DAVIS COMPLETED ITS 10-YEAR
PHILANTHROPIC COMPREHENSIVE CAMPAIGN, “DAVIS ENVISIONS,” OUR CAMPAIGN TO LEAD,
INNOVATE AND TRANSFORM.

WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CARE. RIGHT HERE.
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WORLD-CLASS HEALTH CARE. RIGHT HERE.
H O A G H E A LT H C E N T E R F O O T H I L L R A N C H

EMPOWERED BY DAVIS

Research and Innovation Center / Entry view from Arrival Plaza

LEADING IN MEDICAL INNOVATION.

Cover options
P: 19

DAVIS HAS EVOLVED INTO A TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED ORGANIZATION THAT PRIORITIZES
PATIENT-CENTERED CARE, INNOVATION, AND RESEARCH.
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COVID-19 vaccination awareness campaign graphics
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it also cures impatience

The new Kerr Demi Ultra. You’re never more than 30 seconds away from a full charge and optimal Cool Curing™.
Sitio iste dolenta venda con rerrum enim quaed volorup voluptam fugit, omnia di de exces atium, esequi trerion
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the new Kerr Demi Ultra. You’re never more than 30 seconds away from a full charge
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and optimal Cool Curing™. sitio iste dolenta venda con rerrum enim quaed volorup
voluptam fugit, omnia di de exces atium, esequi trerion reperiatius cusdaec tusam, volupta

The new Kerr Demi Ultra. You’re never more than 30 seconds away from a full charge and optimal Cool Curing™.
Sitio iste dolent venda con rerrum enim quae volorup voluptam fugit, omnia di de exces atium, esequi to excerion

que voluptaerit, sum quiat dorem volupat entus consequi.

reperiatius cusdaec tusam, volupta que voluptaerit, sum quiat dorem volupat entus consequi.

ULTRA-CAPACITOR�TECHNOLOGY
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The new Kerr Demi Ultra.
You’re never more than
30 seconds away from a
full charge and optimal
Cool Curing™. Sitio iste ven
dacon rerrum enim quaed
volorup voluptam fugit, onian
reperiatius cusdaec tusam,
volupta que voluptaerit, sum
quiat dorem volupat entus.

and�ULTRA-quick�charging
Recharges in seconds. Not hours.
The new Kerr Demi Ultra can be fully charged in just 30 seconds, thanks to exclusive ultracapacitor technology.
Sitio iste venda con rerrum enim quaed volorup voluptam fugit, omnian reperiatius cusdaec tusam, volupta que
voluptaerit, sum quiat dorem volupat entus consequi.

Revolutionary U-30™ Ultracapacitor Technology
Enables a full recharge in just 30 seconds, for
incomparable convenience.
Proprietary C.U.R.E. Technology™
Rapidly delivers uniform depth of cure with
Cool Curing™ energy efficiency.

Don’t change batteries, change curing lights.

Order information
Demi Ultra LED Ultracapacitor Curing Light System
Part #35664

Contains: Handpiece with light attachment, Charger
Dock, Power Cord, Light Shield, DFU

Call 800-KERR-123 or visit kerrdental.com/demiultra
©2013 Kerr Corporation. All trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Selected/final design
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Re-branding projects for hospital system
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To your
optimal health:
A world of wellness
offerings at Hoag

Massage therapy
Whether you seek relaxation, stress reduction, relief from
chronic pain or stiff muscles, or just time away for yourself;
our specialty massages can be personalized for your needs.
We offer therapeutic, prenatal and oncology massages.
Therapeutic/oncology session, 1 hour: $105
Buy 5, get 6th free: $525
Prenatal session, 1 hour: $115 | Buy 5, get 6th free: $575
Gratuity is not accepted.

Acupuncture & cupping
Acupuncture has been recognized for treating 40 common
disorders and is also proven to relieve stress and improve
depression and anxiety.
Cupping may help reduce muscle pain and fatigue, and
improve immune function.
Acupuncture, evaluation and first visit: $185 | Follow-up: $125
Cupping, 30 minutes: $50 | Buy 5, get 6th free: $250

Next steps

Yoga

Hoag 2021 Annual Report
Caring for the whole person

Fast facts
Accolades & outstanding achievements

Yoga provides numerous physical and mental benefits
resulting in a healthier lifestyle. We offer gentle and flow yoga
sessions with breathwork and meditation for every level.
Individual session: $89 | Semi-private session: $45
Package options available

Pre and postnatal yoga & Pilates

Community benefit summary trend

hoag.org/cancer

Board of Directors

•

949-722-6237

Financials

Yoga and Pilates offer a holistic approach to encourage a
smooth pregnancy. After birth, yoga and Pilates will help
rebuild strength and release tension.
Individual session: $109 | Semi-private session: $55
Package options available
More offerings on reverse

For a complimentary personalized consultation with
our Wellness Coordinator, please call 949-764-7239

Hoag Spine Center
Program Overview

How we do it.

Hoag Spine Center
Advanced, multi-modality and dedicated spinal care
and restoration in Orange County

Our standards of
professional appearance

A Morning
of Mindfulness

Giving your patients local access
to advanced, dedicated spinal care
and restoration
Just like you, we are committed to building strong,
lasting relationships with our patients. We respect
physicians, like you, who refer patients to our care.
Through your referrals, the Hoag Spine Center
gives adults access to nationally renowned
specialists dedicated to spinal care and
restoration through a robust multi-modality
approach to diagnosing and treating chronic and
acute back pain, as well as spine deformities,
tumors and injuries.
When making a referral, our nurse navigator is
your first stop. Our relationship begins with a
dedicated nurse navigator by creating a warm

hand off for the patient to be navigated through
their spine care journey.
Our truly multidisciplinary team includes pain
management and acute rehabilitation specialists,
physical and occupational therapists, dieticians
and preeminent board-certified neurosurgeons
who share a treatment philosophy focused on a
conservative, preventative approach.
With access to state-of-the art-facilities, world
class physicians and patient centered navigation,
our experts coordinate and support your patient’s
journey, empowering them to focus on healing
and recovery.

World class care. Right here. Empowered by You.

Saturday, October 29, 2022

•

“Our promise has always been to provide the latest in holistic and inclusive spine care right here in Orange
County and beyond. Our broad range of nationally renowned specialists support each patient’s full
journey without the need to jump directly to a surgical solution.”

9 am – 12 pm

Burak Ozgur, M.D., F.A.A.C.P.
Chief of Service, Hoag Spine Center

Your patients deserve every option. Hoag provides them.

Referring patients is easy
Contact our dedicated nurse navigator by phone at 949-764-1411
or by email at spine@hoag.org to make a referral.
Patients are encouraged to call or can visit hoag.org/spine
for more information.

Newport Beach locations

After hours oncology nurse line

Current care locations as Hoag builds a Cancer Center of the future

Your health care related questions don’t always come to
you during normal medical office hours. That is why Hoag
Family Cancer Institute offers an after hours oncology
nurse line to answer questions and provide educational
resources. The nurse line is free of charge and will connect
you with one of Hoag’s experienced oncology nurses
during non-business hours, including holidays.

Building 41
Cancer Center
Radiation Oncology, Apheresis, Genetic Counseling, Brighter Image, Massage

Building 50
Infusion Center
Chemo/Bio Therapy, Blood Porducts, Intravenous Infusions and Medical Injections

949-764-1968

Building 51

Monday – Friday

Hospital Road

Hoag Infusion Center
Multiple Sclerosis
Hope Center

The Hoag Infusion Center provides care for all Hoag patients who need
intravenous infusions, blood products, or medical injections.

Our experienced infusion staff works closely with the patient's physician to provide
comprehensive care, including the following services:
• Chemotherapy/biotherapy infusion

• Central line care

• IV therapy including antibiotics, IVIG and

• Central line education and self-care training

other medicines
• Chemotherapy education

Physicians listed on reverse

Building 47

Friday 4:30 p.m. – Monday 8 a.m.

© 2022, Hoag is a registered trademark of Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian. All rights reserved.
09/22-LAD11701(X)-XXX-XX

Marilyn Herbert Hausman Advanced
Technology Pavilion

Pacific
Coast
Hwy.
1

Gamma Knife, MRI, PET/CT, Brain Tumor Clinic,
Interventional Radiology Clinic

N

Building
50

Building 39

P7
Valet (free)

Building 47

Building 51

P4
P6

• Injection self-administration education

Hoag Driv
e

• Clinical Trials

• Transfusion of blood and blood products
• Hydration

.

1 Hoag Drive
Newport Beach, CA
92663

Physician Specialty Clinics

4:30 p.m. – 8 a.m.
Weekend

Hoag Newport
Beach Campus

Building 39

Newport
Blvd

Medical Oncology Clinics
Physicians listed on reverse

Pacific
Coast
Highwa
y 1
For Google Maps directions, scan the QR code
using the camera on your phone.

See reverse for locations.

For assistance, please call 949-7-CANCER (722-6237)

Building 41

• An after hours oncology nurse cannot diagnose a

problem or recommend a specific treatment, nor are
they a substitute for your physician’s care.
• If you have a life-threatening emergency, call 911.
• If you have immediate medical needs, call your

physician’s office.
Examples of what to ask an after hours oncology nurse:
• Help you understand tests, dietary plans, or medications

your physician has ordered
• Provide information on community support resources

or groups
• Specific services and locations for Hoag Family

Cancer Institute

M IKE OUSLEY

Orange County Community Indicators annual report
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HOUSING SUPPLY: TOO LITTLE AND
TOO EXPENSIVE

Housing
FOCUS ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING

There are two chief ways to tackle the problem of out-of-reach housing in Orange County: bring
earnings up or bring costs down. The Opportunity Gap Pivot Point explores one potential avenue
for bringing earnings up by supporting a specific group of higher-wage jobs in Orange County
– middle-skill jobs. This Pivot Point explores bringing costs down by increasing the supply of
housing, particularly affordable, workforce housing. As adequate housing supply remains a major
issue confronting Orange County, this feature examines the trends, what is at stake, and lessons
learned from cities and developers that are addressing this complex issue.

THE HOUSING CONTINUUM
Every community has diverse housing needs,
ranging from supportive housing to rental housing to
homeownership. Since people have different needs
and desires due to family size, budget, proximity to
work or school, or access to special services, there

Supportive Housing

can’t be a one-size-fits all approach to housing our
residents. This Pivot Point focuses on workforce
housing, which generally falls within the rental
housing portion of the continuum.

In 2015, there were 10,771 building permits issued
in Orange County – 65% for single-family units and
35% for multi-family units. This equates to a rate of
3.4 building permits issued per 1,000 people in
Orange County. This is a higher rate than California
and neighboring counties, but much lower than
other states that are experiencing job growth at
higher rates than the national average. According
to Forbes, among the top 10 U.S. cities building
the most housing between 2011 and 2014, three
are in Texas (Austin, Houston, and Dallas), two in
North Carolina (Raleigh and Charlotte), and two in
Florida (Orlando and Jacksonville).1 No city in
California made the list, despite job growth in
Orange County, neighboring counties, and the
state overall that outpaced the national average
between 2012 and 2016.2
ORANGE COUNTY IS BUILDING HOUSING FASTER
THAN CALIFORNIA OVERALL, BUT SLOWER THAN
OTHER STATES WITH HIGH JOB GROWTH
Ratio of Building Permits Issued per 1,000 Residents in
Orange County, 2015

Rental Housing

Homeownership

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment,
prepared by the Southern California Association of
Governments, established eight-year targets for
construction of new homes between 2014 and
2021. These targets are based on the average
income levels of residents in each of Orange
County’s 35 jurisdictions. Orange County is falling
far short in the low and very low income
categories. According to the 21 jurisdictions
reporting in Orange County, new construction in
2014 and 2015, combined, comprised only 8% of
the housing units needed for very low income
residents (making under $50,000 for a family of
four), and only 11% of the homes needed for low
income residents ($50,000 to $74,999 a year for a
family of four). Homes affordable to moderate
income families ($75,000 to $99,999 for a family
of four) have already exceeded the need at 135%
of the target; while above moderate homes are at
66% in the first two years alone.

ORANGE COUNTY’S HOME BUILDING IS MOSTLY
FOR HIGHER INCOMES
Progress Toward Regional Housing Needs in Orange County, 2014 and 2015
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Source: Community Indicators analysis of Regional Housing Needs Assessment by
selected Orange County jurisdictions.

Sources: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, State of the Cities
Data Systems (SOCDS); and 2015 Census

1

Kotkin, Joel. “The Cities Doing The Most To Address The U.S. Housing Shortage.
Forbes. Forbes Magazine, 17 Dec. 2015. Accessed March 2017.

2

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, 3rd
Quarter employment change, 2012-2016 (https://data.bls.gov/cew/apps/data_views/
data_views.htm#tab=Tables)
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Health

OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY
Weight status for youth has not changed over the past three years. In 2016, an average of 33% of Orange
County students in 5th, 7th and 9th grades were overweight or obese compared to 38% statewide, which
is also unchanged over the past three years. Of the 33% of Orange County students with an unhealthy
body composition in 2016, 16% were considered to be obese, while 17% were considered overweight.
Santa Ana and Anaheim school districts had the highest proportion of overweight youth in 2016, while
Laguna Beach and Irvine school districts had the lowest proportion.
33% OF STUDENTS TESTED ARE OVERWEIGHT
OR OBESE

MORE OVERWEIGHT STUDENTS IN CENTRAL
ORANGE COUNTY

Percent of Students with Unhealthy Body Composition in
Orange County, 2014-2016

Percent of Students with Unhealthy Body Composition by School
District in Orange County, 2016

Weight status data for adults in 2015 show an
improvement in the proportion of residents with a
healthy weight, from 37% in 2014 to 44% in 2015.
Statewide, the proportion of residents with a
healthy weight in 2015 was 35%, which was the same
as the nationwide proportion. The 12 percentage
point drop in overweight residents between 2014
and 2015 was partially absorbed by the six
percentage point increase in obese residents.

MORE ORANGE COUNTY RESIDENTS HAVE A
HEALTHY WEIGHT THAN THE STATE AND NATION
Weight Status of Adults in Orange County, California, and
United States, 2015

ORANGE COUNTY

3%
24%
44%

30%

IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTHY WEIGHT IN 2015
Weight Status of Adults in Orange County, 2007-2015
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Source: California Department of Education Physical Fitness Test
(http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/)
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Data Notes
In 2014, the California Department of Education modified the body composition standards to be more aligned with the Center for Disease Control percentiles to
identify lean, normal, overweight, and obese students. The category “Needs Improvement” approximates overweight, while the category “Needs Improvement –
Health Risk” approximates obesity. Anaheim, Fullerton and Huntington Beach represent combined data of the high school districts and their feeder elementary
school districts. Charter schools and Orange County Department of Education alternative programs are not included. National data are sourced to the National
Health Interview Survey. State and county data are sourced to the California Health Interview Survey.

Source: California Department of Education Physical Fitness Test
(http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/)
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Baxter product line brand guide
Art direction, graphic design, copywriting

Allergan pharma product brand guide
Art direction, graphic design, copywriting

ACZONE Design Strategies
While it’s virtually impossible to instruct a visually
pleasing composition, design principles can be
used as tools to attain consistency and
effectiveness of ACZONE’s visual brand. Along with
all principles of graphic design, consider these
approaches which help support the visual brand:

Work with depth and planar space

ACZONE Visual Branding Guide
®

Emphasize content

2009

Type and graphic data should be prominent, clear
and appear to be “in front” of background and
supporting graphics. Headlines, subheadlines
and other concise information appears primarily
in dimensional bubbles. Dimensional bubbles
are used at 100% color in most cases. Shadows
used sparingly on headline and emphasized type
messages impart depth. Small bubbles may be
used to stress numeric data within text. Graphs and
tables, likewise, employ at least some prominent,
non-screened color.

902971_FitsLeave-behindRevise
_slimjim_v4.indd

Subdue backgrounds
Background bubbles most often are screens of the
dimensional bubble palette. The larger the
background bubble, generally the lighter its tone is.
Using the fewest bubbles possible to create the
ACZONE motif is preferred. Minimize use of single,
small background bubbles; groups of two or three
are preferred. Contrast background bubble size,
avoiding two or more similarly sized bubbles near
one another. Background bubbles may overlap,
but avoid placing a smaller bubble within a larger
one. A random “feel” of the motif is enhanced by
avoiding placing bubbles in a visual line--this
pertains to medium- and smaller-sized bubbles.

902967_SulfoneFC_ALT_v3.indd
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Restructured Rockwell in
Stronger Shape to Compete

Rockwell employees
and businesses

Rockwell employee quarterly newsletter

Decisive actions, including spin-off of Semiconductor Systems business and job
reductions companywide, are difficult but necessary steps to improve company’s
competitive positions going forward

worldwide

R

What’s Inside

Rockwell has taken decisive actions to
ensure that the company returns to
delivering the kind of results
shareowners have grown to expect.
On June 29, Rockwell announced
that it will spin off the Semiconductor
Systems business and enhance the
competitive positions of the automation
and avionics and communications
businesses by initiating a major
restructuring and eliminating 3,800 jobs
at Rockwell’s continuing businesses
around the world.

2

Don Davis provides
important context to
help you understand
the company’s
strategy

3

T H E

W A Y

G R E AT B U S I N E S S E S

-

COST STRUCTURE
FOR SUCCESS

LEADING GLOBAL POSITIONS

-

WORLD-CLASS BRANDS
GROWING MARKETS

Different Dynamics

Europe’s Euro:
What the new
currency will
mean to
Rockwell and
industry

The spin-off of Semiconductor
Systems was done in part, Rockwell
Chairman and CEO Don Davis says,
because “its dynamics are very different
from Rockwell’s other businesses,
including its markets, products,
investment requirements and industry
volatility.”
The company believes that by
taking this strategic step to operate
separately and by allowing each entity
to focus on its own products and
markets, it can unlock greater value for
each of these businesses and enhance
their ability to achieve their full
potential. With this separation, investors
will also be able to focus on the specific
growth, market and value creation
characteristics of each company.
At the time the spin-off was
announced, Rockwell also said it would
take a $625 million restructuring special

5 5

Anorad
acquisition adds
to Rockwell
Automation’s
strengths

6

Latin America
poised for
significant
growth in
automation
and avionics
and communications

Art direction, graphic design

F O R W A R D

ADAPTABLE TO CHANGING
COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPES
BENCHMARK FOR
PERFORMANCE IN ANY
ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT

CONSISTENT
P R O F I TA B L E
GROWTH

PERFORMANCE
S T R AT E G Y

-

OPTIMIZE CORE
BUSINESSES
EXPAND BUSINESSES
INTO NEW MARKETS

T H E

USE ACQUISITIONS TO
STRENGTHEN MARKET
SHARE

S T R O N G AT T R I B U T E S

-

LEVERAGE
COMPANYWIDE
RESOURCES

LEADING TECHNOLOGY AND
PRODUCTS

charge to third quarter earnings for costs associated with the job reductions
worldwide, facility closures and consolidations, disposal of non-strategic product
lines, write-offs of certain intangible assets and goodwill, and realignment of various
administrative functions at both the corporate offices and within the businesses.
These restructuring actions will be substantively completed by the end of fiscal 1999.
“Taken together, the Semiconductor Systems spin-off and the restructuring of
Rockwell will significantly enhance the competitive positions of our automation and
avionics and communications businesses,” Davis says.

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER SUCCESS
PRIDE

Three Great Businesses

6

As part of the June 29 announcement, Rockwell said that in fiscal 1999 it
expects to have earnings of $2.90 to $3 a share from continuing businesses.
The bases for the earnings forecast are “three great businesses,” says Davis —
Rockwell Automation, Rockwell Collins and Rockwell Electronic Commerce.
Together, the automation and avionics and communications businesses have
experienced revenue growth at a 19 percent compound rate over a five-year
period (1993–1997), while earnings per share increased at a compound rate of 24
percent. Rockwell Electronic Commerce, while much smaller, has the potential to
grow at 30 percent a year, Davis says.
However, to achieve those goals, important changes will be made at the
businesses based on the four key elements of Rockwell’s performance strategy:

Semiconductor Spin-off
Proceeds on Track

Honoring
employees who
made a positive difference in
their communities

and operating losses for the business in the fourth quarter and the
closure of a wafer-fabrication facility in Colorado Springs, Colo.
“Although somewhat improved from third quarter levels, PC
modem demand continues to disappoint,” said Decker. “We must
take corrective actions to bring overall operating costs and
manufacturing investments in line with current and forecasted
demand and resolve our current excess-inventory situation.”

The recently announced resizing of the
Semiconductor Systems business, including the reduction of
about 700 jobs, or 10 percent of its workforce, is one of the tough
actions that must be taken to prepare the business to be
successful as a stand-alone company, according to Rockwell
Chairman and CEO Don Davis.
“Positioning Semiconductor Systems for profitability
following the spin-off is one of our most important
tasks over the next several months,” said Davis. “We
believe that [Semiconductor Systems’ president]
Dwight Decker and his leadership team have
structured a comprehensive and achievable plan, which
reduces annual operating costs by over $200 million on
a pre-tax basis, and resizes this business to the realities
of the semiconductor market. Taking these difficult
actions now is an important element of this plan.”
Other elements of Semiconductor Systems’
resizing plan include the recording of special charges

8

Michael
Caglarcan
leads fast-growing
Rockwell Electronic
Commerce business into a
new era

October 1998

T

discontinuation of the Agricultural Systems business and the sale of the Railroad
Electronics business to Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

• Developing an expanded view of the core businesses;

Necessary Changes

• Leveraging companywide resources.
Realignment of Rockwell Automation
One of these strategic elements, optimizing the core businesses, was put into place
specifically as part of the restructuring announcement. At Rockwell Automation, the
business has been realigned to sharpen its focus on key markets as well as develop
more cost-effective ways to service customers.
The Dodge Mechanical group and Reliance Electric motors business have been
combined into the Motors and Mechanical Power Transmission Systems organization,
led by Joe Swann and based in Greenville, S.C. Jodie Glore continues to oversee the
majority of the automation business, which remains based in Milwaukee.
At Rockwell Collins, a number of measures are being taken to focus the
business, including an exit from the Integrated Local Government business, the

Past Performance of Continuing Operations

CONSISTENT
P R O F I TA B L E

Sales
6.4

5.8

CAGR 19%
1

What the Spin-off Will Mean
The decision to spin off Semiconductor Systems to
Rockwell’s shareowners, which was announced last June, will
result in the creation of a $1.3 billion company with leading
positions in the products and technologies at the heart of the
personal communication electronics revolution.
“Rockwell has given us the essential foundation for success,”
said Decker, who will serve as president and CEO of the new
company. “This foundation of products, technology and people
allows us to offer world-class semiconductor solutions for

$2.122

$ Billions

RESTRUCTURING OF ROCKWELL

$1.66

3.6

3.2

GROWTH

Earnings Per Share

5.2

SPIN-OFF AND THE

$0.91

93

OF OUR AUTOMATION AND

94

95
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94

2

95
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1
Compound Annual Growth Rate
Excludes $.11 charge for in-process R&D write-off

(Continued from “Semiconductor Spin-off Proceeds on Track” — Page 1)

what we call mixed-signal computing. We estimate that
What are the Next Steps?
global markets for our expansion businesses — Digital
The priority now for Decker and his senior
Infotainment, Network Access, Personal Imaging
management team, with help from Rockwell’s corporate
and Wireless Communications — will
staff, is to successfully implement the resizing
continue to grow at an
actions and help prepare the
average annual rate of
business for the spin-off at the
between 25 and 40 percent.
end of December. In addition to
“As a stand-alone
future performance and
enterprise,” Decker added,
operational issues, Semiconductor
“the new company will be a
Systems must focus on other
significant, billion-dollar, highactivities related to the spin-off,
technology business, fully
such as creating a new name for
capable of attracting the capital
itself, selecting a board of
required to address our growth
directors, selecting corporate officers,
opportunities and ‘incentivizing’
and preparing important financial
its management and employees to
documents, including an IRS ruling
build value for its shareowners.”
Semiconductor Systems keeps employees
request and an extensive financial
current on spin-off activities
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Strategic Sourcing Initiative leverages companywide purchasing power to
reduce costs, increase efficiency and make Rockwell a better customer to its
suppliers, vendors and contractors

worldwide

What’s Inside

2

Chairman and
CEO Don Davis
discusses the
relocation of
Rockwell’s world
headquarters to Milwaukee

2

First quarter
earnings per
share increase
19 percent

3

New Rockwell
Web site
spotlights
customer and
employee success

5

Capping a
42-year career,
Jack Cosgrove
retires with
Rockwell Collins
on top

Any smart shopper knows it costs less to
buy a six-pack of cola than it would to
buy six cans individually. And a case of
cola usually costs less per can than a six
pack. Find the right store, and 10 cases
will cost you less per can than a case.
And so on.
The same principle holds true when
the shopper is a company like Rockwell.
Generally speaking, the larger the
quantity or volume of its purchases, the
smaller its per-unit costs.
That’s the basic idea behind Strategic
Sourcing, a companywide initiative
launched last October to leverage the
buying power of Rockwell’s $3.4 billion
in annual purchases. Collectively, these
purchases range from hundreds of
millions of dollars in parts, materials and
processes involved in the manufacture of
Rockwell’s products to millions more for
things like janitorial services, temporary
help and shipping.

and businesses
worldwide

What’s Inside

Total Cost of Ownership
Saving money requires an understanding
of obvious costs … and hidden ones

2

Chairman and CEO
Don Davis talks about
the company’s midyear
progress and some of
the opportunities ahead

Purchase cost
PRICE

+ Internal company costs

TRANSPORTATION

WAREHOUSING

INVENTORY

PURCHASING ADMINISTRATION

3

FACTORY YIELD

+ Joint supplier/

Rockwell costs

WARRANTY
R&D

PRODUCTION CAPACITY
SPECIFICATIONS
EXPEDITING

Now presenting:
Rockwell’s six
outstanding Engineers
of the Year!

5

= TCO

How Strategic Sourcing Works
Strategic Sourcing seeks to reduce
these costs by applying advanced supply
chain management strategies
across the entire Rockwell
organization. Perhaps more
importantly, it will create
closer relationships
between Rockwell and its
suppliers, vendors and
contractors, who often are the source of
cost-saving ideas and innovations.
“Saving money is a major goal, but
we’re also trying to become a better
customer, a smarter customer,” says

Rockwell employees

Jim Hart, vice president and program
manager for the initiative. “In addition to
applying the expertise within Rockwell to
improve efficiencies and reduce costs, we
are, in effect, partnering with our
suppliers, vendors and contractors and
asking them to help us find better ways
of doing business. After all, they are
experts in the products and services they
provide. And, in most cases, we’re
finding that they’re eager to help.”
Dozens of workshops with suppliers
have already been held across Rockwell to
surface ideas and suggestions, says Hart.

“We study the market and carefully
select both current and potential suppliers
to participate in workshops. Essentially,
we say, ‘Look, we want to lower our
costs. How can we help you lower your
costs?’ Once they realize we’re serious,
they say, ‘Let’s get to it.’ A few have
even said, ‘I’m surprised you haven’t
done this before.’”

Total Cost of Ownership
At the very heart of Strategic
Sourcing is the concept of “total cost of
ownership,” or TCO. Like an iceberg

Strategic
Sourcing
Initiative enters
its second
wave carrying plenty of
momentum from the first

6

How “Complete
Automation™” is creating a road
map for customer success and
market leadership

(Continued on Page 4)
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Alliance between
Rockwell Electronic
Commerce and
Ericsson targets
global growth

7

Chairman’s
Team Awards
recognize outstanding
achievements for 1998

Q &A
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For and about

8

Joe Swann
talks about Rockwell
Automation Power Systems’
challenges and
opportunities

February 1999
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New Business Leaders in Place

What’s next in
Y2K readiness?
Contingency
planning – find out why

Succession of Clay Jones as president of Rockwell Collins and Keith Nosbusch as president
of Rockwell Automation Control Systems signals a new era for both organizations
Rockwell began 1999 with new leadership in two of its largest
business segments — Clay Jones at Rockwell Collins and Keith
Nosbusch at Rockwell Automation Control Systems.
Consistent with the company’s succession planning, Jones
was selected to succeed Jack Cosgrove as president of
Rockwell Collins effective Jan. 1, following Cosgrove’s
retirement after 42 years with Rockwell and its predecessor
company, the Collins Radio Company. The appointment of
Nosbusch as president of Rockwell Automation Control
Systems became effective Nov. 9 following the departure of
Jodie Glore.
With their appointments as president, both Jones and
Nosbusch also were elected corporate senior vice presidents,
and now report to Rockwell Chairman and CEO Don Davis.

Leadership Change at Rockwell Collins
In commenting on Jones’ appointment, Davis said, “We
are fortunate to have benefited from Jack Cosgrove’s
outstanding leadership these many years. At the same time,
we couldn’t ask for a more qualified and talented successor to
him than Clay Jones, who has worked closely with Jack and
has since 1995 been a key part of the Rockwell Collins
leadership team.”

Jones, 49, was appointed executive
vice president of Rockwell Collins in
November 1996. Previously, he served
as vice president and general manager
of the Collins Air Transport Division, a
position he was appointed to in
September 1995. From 1988 to 1995,
Jones held executive
positions in
government operations
and international
affairs at Rockwell’s
Washington, D.C.
Jones, above, and
office. He joined the
Nosbusch lead
company in 1979 as
Rockwell’s largest
a marketing
business segments
representative, after
serving as an officer
and fighter pilot in the
U.S. Air Force.
Jones holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Tennessee and a master’s degree in business administration from
George Washington University.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Good citizens,
great deeds:
Awards
recognize
employee
volunteerism at its best

8

How corporate
Finance
contributes to
Rockwell’s
business success: An interview
with CFO Mike Barnes

June 1999

disclosure statement known as a Form 10.
The search for a new company name began with
an employee contest launched immediately following
the announcement that the business would be spun off.
Participation in the contest exceeded expectations, and
finalist names have now been submitted to the Silicon
Valley-based professional naming agency Master
McNeil, which will screen these entries, along with
other non-contest generated names, to determine
several options for management’s final consideration
and legal worldwide trademark review. The Los Angelesbased firm Siegel and Gale has been selected to provide
corporate identity services.
Semiconductor Systems is expected to unveil its
new name and corporate identity in November at the
computer industry’s premier trade show, Comdex ‘98,
in Las Vegas. @

October `98
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Rise in operating income and earnings per share mark company’s
continuing assault on financial goals for 1999 – and beyond

worldwide

A

As a mountain climber might say,
Rockwell ascended steadily through the
first half of 1999, and the summit is now
clearly within reach. That summit, if you
will, is the company’s 1999 financial goals —
and the pinnacle of these is an earnings
per share goal of $2.90 to $3.00, which
was established last summer.
According to Chairman and CEO
Don Davis, Rockwell’s strong midyear
results — highlighted by increases in
operating income of 24 percent and
earnings per share of 21 percent — “give
us confidence” that the company will
achieve its EPS goal. “In fact,” Davis said
with the release of second-quarter results
in April, “we now expect to be near the
high end of that range. And we continue
to lay the foundation for future growth
beyond 1999 by executing our long-term
Growth and Performance Strategy.”
The four elements of this strategy are:
�
Optimizing the company’s core
businesses;
�
Expanding these businesses into
new markets;
�
Making strategic acquisitions; and
�
Leveraging companywide resources,
where it makes sense to do so.

and businesses

What’s Inside

Earnings per share of
$2.90 – $3.00

2

Chairman and CEO
Don Davis talks about
the just-completed
fiscal year and the year ahead

2

World Headquarters
move to Milwaukee
a complete success

Long-term goals
�

�

�

Lower Costs, Higher Productivity

(Continued on Page 4)

�

�

Revenue growth of
about 8 percent
Operating margins
in the 15-17 percent
range
EPS growth in the
low double-digits
Annual free cash flow
of $400 million
Return on equity of
more than 20 percent

Good News:
Asian Markets Warming
Rockwell’s sales in the region are increasing and forecasts
call for an even brisker pace ahead. The company
continues to make significant investments in Asia Pacific
to support future growth
China, Japan, Australia, India and South
Korea will be among the key engines
fueling that growth.
Projected Asia Pacific Sales Growth
$ in millions
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Compound Annual Growth Rate
Total Rockwell 7%
Asia Pacific 17-21%
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1998

2003

Positive Signs of a Turnaround
The projected 1999 sales increase in
Asia Pacific is due in part to Rockwell’s
increased stake in Reliance Electric Japan,
a former affiliate in which Rockwell had
minority ownership. It also stems from
real gains in several important markets.
For example, for the first six months of
fiscal 1999, Rockwell sales increased 21
percent in China, including Hong Kong,
and nearly 15 percent in Japan. Another
bright spot was a nearly 12 percent sales
increase in Australia for the first half of
the year.
To illustrate the size and potential of
these three markets alone, Rockwell’s sales
in China reached $45 million in 1998, and
projections call for nearly $180 million in
annual sales by 2003. Sales in Japan
(Continued on Page 5)

Chairman and CEO lays down the gauntlet as
business leaders and outside experts hold
summit to address opportunities and challenges
presented by electronic commerce

I

In the world of electronic commerce, the advantage is with the
incumbent leader, who can leverage brand equity to expand market
opportunities and defend its market position from insurgents.
In the world of electronic commerce, the advantage is with
the insurgent, who can leverage the fundamental business shift
caused by the Internet to re-write the rules and bring down the
market leader.
For Rockwell, both opinions have merit as the company
prepares to take advantage of the opportunities and fend off the
threats posed by electronic commerce over the Internet. With the
urgency of the world’s explosive Internet economy as a backdrop,
Rockwell leaders met in Milwaukee Aug. 12 to discuss ideas and
set a course for Rockwell’s transition to an “e-culture” that will
ensure the company is a successful player in the on-line marketplace.

What E-Commerce Means to Rockwell

3

As
Rockwell
builds an
“e-culture,”
more than
170 Internet initiatives are
already reaching customers and
employees

5

Strategic
Sourcing
continues
to gain momentum — now with
added structure and strength

6

It’s mean;
it’s Lean.
How
Rockwell
Collins’ “Lean
ElectronicsSM” initiative is delivering
a competitive advantage

7

Magazines
recognize
Rockwell as
being among
the best places to work

8
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Company Must Develop Its Own
‘E-Culture,’ Davis Says

Rockwell employees

FY 1999 goal

Despite relatively flat sales for the first half of 1999 — sales rose 1 percent to
$3.3 billion — Rockwell’s operating margins improved significantly for the period, due
in part to aggressive cost cutting and higher productivity. Operating margins for
Rockwell Automation improved to 14.4 percent, while the Avionics & Communications
businesses — Rockwell Collins and Rockwell Electronic Commerce — which are
reported together for financial purposes, improved to 18.1 percent, excluding a gain from
the sale of a business in 1999.

— D O N D AV I S

Founded:
1972

Midyear Results Show
Rockwell Climbing Steadily

During a two-week visit to China and
Japan in April, Rockwell Chairman and
CEO Don Davis shared some welcome
news with employees and media in those
countries: Despite the lingering effects of
Asia’s two-year-old economic crisis,
Rockwell’s sales in the region are picking
up; in fact, sales are projected to rise by
as much as 40 percent in fiscal year 1999,
to approximately $450 million from $328
million in 1998.
Moreover, Davis told audiences at
several stops along his trip, the company
continues to make significant
investments in Asia Pacific with an eye
toward the future. More than a third of
Rockwell’s future growth is expected to
come from markets outside the United
States, and Asia Pacific countries like

Anorad Adds to
Rockwell Automation’s
Strength

PERFORMA STRONG
S T R A T E G Y AT T R I B U T E S

THE COMPETITIVE POSITIONS

BUSINESSES.”

Smart Buying Means Big Savings,
Better Results Across Company

Finally, it is important to leverage companywide resources, sharing everything
from leading-edge technologies to best practices and people. For example, Davis
explained that the Rockwell corporate office will work to enhance strategic sourcing
and procurement throughout the company in an effort to reduce costs. Rockwell
Automation also expects to develop a shared services organization which its businesses
will use in areas such as human resources, information technology and finance.
With these changes, Davis emphasized that the outlook for the future is strong.
“We have some of the best businesses that you’ll find listed anywhere in the
world. If we achieve the kind of performance goals that we’ve set for ourselves, we
are going to be rewarded very well. And there is no doubt in my mind that we will
do exactly that.” @

The recent definitive agreement by Rockwell Automation to acquire
Anorad Corporation, the world leader in linear motor-based precision positioning equipment, expands the automation
business’s core and strengthens its position in the high-growth motion control market. It also demonstrates a key element
of Rockwell’s performance strategy related to acquisitions.
“As part of our long-term strategy to become number one in the world in industrial automation, motion control plays a key
role,” says Jodie Glore, Rockwell Automation president and chief operating officer. “Market studies indicate that linear motor applications will grow 15 to 20
percent over the next five years. Acquiring Anorad will deliver an important technology advantage to Rockwell Automation’s motion business.”
Glore explains that linear motor technology is emerging as an optimal choice in automated linear manufacturing applications, replacing traditional rotary
motors. Positioning and motion control systems incorporating linear motion technology are used in
semiconductor and electronics manufacturing, where high speed, precision and reliability are essential.
In addition, says Glore, lower cost and non-contact features make these products attractive for medical
products manufacturing and packaging applications. As linear motor technology evolves, Rockwell
Automation anticipates that the technology will become critical in other areas, including high performance
“THE PLANNED ACQUISITION OF
motion control and machine tool applications.
By acquiring Hauppauge, N.Y.-based Anorad, Rockwell Automation will immediately become the global
market share leader in this emerging technology.
A N O R A D , L I K E T H E H U G H E S - AV I C O M
“The planned acquisition of Anorad, like the Hughes-Avicom acquisition before it, serves as a prime
example of the kind of strategic acquisitions we intend to make to expand the core of our businesses and
increase our market share,” says Rockwell Chairman and CEO Don Davis.
AC Q U I S I T I O N B E F O R E I T, S E R V E S A S A
Anorad also is a leading manufacturer of linear servo motors and linear motor-based positioning
solutions. Its four divisions serve customers worldwide with advanced precision motion control equipment for
industries ranging from semiconductor, electronics, mass storage, general automation and machine tool.
GOOD EXAMPLE OF THE KIND OF
The company, which was founded in 1972 and has
approximately 400 employees, will join Rockwell
Automation’s growing Motion and Information Group,
STRATEGIC ACQUISITIONS WE
FAST FACTS ABOUT ANORAD
headed by John McDermott, senior vice president.
Anorad will continue to operate from its Hauppauge
Business:
headquarters, led by Amir Chitayat, president. It will
INTEND TO MAKE TO EXPAND
World leader in linear motor-based
sell systems through its current distribution channel.
precision positioning equipment
Anwar Chitayat, currently chief executive officer of
Anorad, will assume responsibilities as vice
THE CORE OF OUR
Fiscal 1997 Sales:
president and chief technical officer of the group.
Approximately $65 million
The acquisition of Anorad is subject to
customary regulatory approvals, and is expected to
BUSINESSES AND INCREASE
Headquarters Location:
be completed this fall. For more information about
Hauppauge, N.Y.
Anorad and its products and services, visit its Web
site at http://www.anorad.com. @
OUR MARKET SHARE.”
Employees:
Approximately 400

$1.00

AV I O N I C S A N D C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

For and about

Shared Strength

Acquisition of Hauppauge, N.Y.-based firm
expands the automation business’s core,
strengthens its market position

$1.39

CAGR 24%

W I L L S I G N I F I C A N T LY E N H A N C E

(Continued on Page 4)

Rockwell employees

As for acquisitions, the third element of Rockwell’s strategy, Davis said “We are
not only willing, but we are anxious to make acquisitions.” He explained that any
acquisitions would have to be complementary to Rockwell’s existing businesses. “We
are going to do things to help the existing businesses grow at a faster rate and make
more money than they do today.” Davis said an excellent example of the kind of
acquisition that the company is seeking was the purchase of the Passenger Systems
business (formerly Hughes-Avicom) for Rockwell Collins. The planned acquisition of
Anorad Corporation for Rockwell Automation is another good example.

Speaking to groups of employees recently in Costa Mesa and Thousand Oaks, Calif.,
Davis acknowledged that implementing the changes that will improve the company
were painful but necessary measures. The meeting was one in a series of talks Davis
will be conducting with employees as he visits major business locations this fall.
“I have a responsibility to our shareholders, and I have a responsibility to our
employees, to try to do what is fundamentally right. And it’s not always pleasant, it’s
not always fun,” Davis said.
Davis added, however, that, “In order to secure the future of the majority of
people who work at Rockwell, we’ve got to do the kind of things, and take the kind
of actions, that we have taken.”
As the company moves forward, it will rely on its global positions, leading
technology and strong management teams to continue carrying out Rockwell’s
performance strategy.
The second element of this strategy, developing an expanded view of the core businesses,
will involve enhancing our ability to provide services to customers on a global basis.
While the service portions of Rockwell’s businesses currently amount to $700 million,
Davis believes that sector can increase even faster than its current 12- to 15-percent rate.

• Acquisitions; and

“TAKEN TOGETHER, THE

SEMICONDUCTOR SYSTEMS

Dwight Decker

and businesses

COST STRUC
FOR SUCCES

• Optimizing the core businesses;

G R E AT B U S I N E S S E S

Following its resizing, business expects to complete its transition
into a separately traded public company at the end of this year.
The name of this new company is scheduled to be unveiled at the
Comdex `98 trade event in November
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F O R W A R D

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued on Page 4)

Why solving
the Y2K
problem is
everyone’s business

W A Y

Rockwell in Stronger Shape to Compete

BROAD RESOURCES

Q&A

Keith Nosbusch
discusses
strategy and
direction of
Rockwell Automation
Control Systems

October 1999

HIGHER REVENUES …
Projected growth of Internet
commerce ($ trillions)

G R E AT E R C O M P E T I T I O N
Percentage of U.S. Fortune 500 companies with each
type of Internet presence

Source: Forrester Research Inc.

“The Internet has enormous importance for Rockwell,” Chairman and CEO Don Davis
told the dozens of Rockwell leaders from every business assembled at the Midwest
Express Center. “It is going to be, by far, the largest business discontinuity that I have
experienced in my career, and some would say since the Industrial Revolution.”
Davis added that all parts of the Rockwell organization are going to be
impacted by the Internet “in a very large way.”
At the all-day session, Davis challenged every business and corporate
function to develop an Internet strategy through a series of steps leading up
to their fiscal 2001 plans. To provide guidance, Davis arranged for the
Rockwell leaders to hear from e-commerce experts and innovators who
shared their advice, success stories and prophecies. Then, the leaders broke
up into small group sessions to explore Internet opportunities, threats and
challenges in their respective segments of the company.

� No site
� Passive information only (e.g., company brochure)
� Basic interactive information (e.g., interactive
ads, recruiting, search capability)
� Basic e-commerce activity (e.g., purchase
goods, register and obtain demographic information)
� Innovative e-business activity (e.g., personalized
service, automation in company-customer
relationship, incentives)
Source: David Roddy, Deloitte & Touche

(Continued on Page 3)

Rockwell Today: Strategy in Action
Growth and Performance Strategy begun more than a year ago has served as
a blueprint for company’s successful rebuilding and will continue to set its
direction well into the future
1998 was a disappointing year for Rockwell.
After several years of consistent, profitable
growth, the company posted back-to-back Pursue Complementary
Growth Acquisitions
declines in quarterly earnings, its stock
price dipped to a three-year low and the
decision was made to spin-off the
semiconductor systems business and
Take an Expanded View
of Our Markets
restructure the remaining Rockwell.
“The effects of the Asian financial
crisis were coming to bear, the market for
our mainstay modem products was in a
Optimize Our
free-fall, and there were questions about
Core Businesses
how well we were going to respond,”
says Don Davis, who became Rockwell
chairman only months before the first
Leverage Companywide Resources
quarterly earnings decline was reported
in April 1998 (he’s been CEO since
1997). “It was a challenging time, to say
the least.”
earnings per share should be about $3.00 —
the high end of its goal.
So what happened? How did this
Dramatic Turnaround
turnaround occur?
Yet today, a year-and-a-half later,
Many factors have contributed to
Rockwell is back on track, having posted
Rockwell’s recent success, including strong
double-digit earnings growth in each of last
sales in the avionics and communications
three quarters. The company’s stock price
businesses, and excellent performance and
has rebounded, hitting a more than twocost-controls in automation in spite of soft
year high in July (and don’t forget
industrial markets. Most importantly, the
Conexant’s stock, which has done extremely
company is beginning to see positive results
well for Rockwell shareowners). Moreover,
from its Growth and Performance Strategy.
Davis has said that Rockwell’s 1999

- Complementary fit to core businesses
- Address adjacent market opportunities
- Broader view of markets
- Leverage leadership positions, technologies
-

Major focus on support and professional services

- Aggressive leadership goals
- Significant investments
- Operational excellence
- Growth
- Share technologies and management practices

(e.g., Strategic Sourcing Initiative and Science Center)

Unveiled as part of the companywide
restructuring initiated in June 1998, this
strategy has served as the blueprint for
Rockwell’s successful rebuilding. And,
according to Davis, it will continue to set
the company’s direction well into the future.
Rockwell’s Growth and Performance
Strategy has four basic elements: Optimize
Our Core Businesses, Take an Expanded View of Our
Markets, Pursue Complimentary Growth Acquisitions,
and Leverage Companywide Resources.

“It’s a simple, straightforward strategy,”
(Continued on Page 4)

M IKE OUSLEY

Skincare product packaging
Art direction, graphic design, production

M IKE OUSLEY

Biotech manufacturing facility

Re-positionable vascular stent

Guide book publisher

Developer of technology for
sensory-impaired people

Mexican beer

Promotional icon for Canon Eyecare

